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Over the past decade, evidence for habitable environments beyond Earth has become            
unequivocal. Regardless of whether or not life established itself in these environments, their             
existence presents a grand challenge: Can we identify the rules for planetary evolution, for              
whether a planet can and does support life? With the ongoing discovery of terrestrial-type              
planets around other stars, our own solar system remains the key testing ground for evolutionary               
models of astrobiological potential, and Mars provides the solar system’s longest, earliest record             
of processes generating habitable environments. We review the discoveries of the past decade             
and point to the need for an astrobiological exploration strategy that capitalizes upon Mars’              
environmental diversity and distinctively long and well-preserved geologic record to both           
search for life and understand the processes that sustain habitable environments. In the             
next 20 years, a Mars exploration approach that emphasizes multi-site exploration is            
required. 

I. Setting the Stage: State of the Science in 2007 

Evidence for widespread, long-lived water on ancient Mars was revealed over the period             
2004-2006 after decades of prior searching. The first paradigm-changing discovery came from            
explorations of the Opportunity rover where aqueously altered, sulfate-/hematite-bearing         
sedimentary strata preserved a record of shallow playa lakes and multiple later episodes of acidic               
groundwater recharge . The second paradigm-changing discovery came from orbital mapping by           1

the OMEGA instrument aboard Mars Express, which revealed widespread hydrated minerals in            
rocks from >3 Ga comprising >50% of the Mars surface. Importantly, not only were salts found                
but also phyllosilicates that required long-term water-rock interaction. The essential question was            
what did this discovery mean for environments available to potential early Martian life? That is,               
what geophysical, climatological, and orbital parameters conspired to generate widespread          
habitable conditions on Mars in the past? And why did these change? 

II. Key Finding: The Extraordinary Environmental Diversity of Ancient Mars 

The geochemical and environmental diversity of habitats preserved in the rock record from             
Mars’ first billion years was the key finding of the period 2007-2011 , driven by the Mars                2

Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) spacecraft and data from the last years of the Spirit rover              
mission. MRO revealed thousands of strata with aqueous minerals , and a silica-enriched            3

hydrothermal system as well as carbonate bearing olivine-rich rocks were detected by Spirit in              
situ . Martian rocks preserve evidence for lakes ranging from acid to alkaline (SO42--rich, Cl-rich,              4

CO32--rich or dilute); thick weathering sequences from near-surface waters; volcanic fumaroles;           

1 Squyres et al., 2004, Science; McLennan et al., 2005, EPSL; Grotzinger et al., 2005, EPSL; Tosca et al., 2005, 
EPSL; Edgar et al., 2014, Icarus 
2 These years also saw a flurry of discoveries about the activity and potential habitability of modern Mars (not 
discussed here; see other white papers as well as the Mars NEX-SAG report)  
3 Mustard et al., 2008, Nature; Murchie et al., 2009, JGR; Carter et al., 2013, JGR 
4 Squyres et al., 2008, Science; Morris et al., 2010, Science 
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deep hydrothermal systems, including evidence for serpentinization; and deep groundwater          
aquifers with connections to the surface (Table 1). 

Table 1. Select Diverse Habitable Environments on Mars [refs. in Ehlmann & Edwards, 2014, Ann. Rev., EPS] 
Deep-water lacustrine  Neutral to alkaline Jezero crater, Gale crater 

Acid, reducing Cross crater 

Acid, oxidizing Columbus crater; Melas basin 

Evaporative playas  Chloride dominated many in Terra Sirenum 

Sulfate dominated Meridiani Planum 

Weathering sequences (saprolites)  high W:R Mawrth Vallis, Nili Fossae 

Weathering sequences (acidic)  Al clay, sulfate Valles Marineris plateaus 

Volcanic hydrothermal  siliceous Gusev crater; Syrtis Major 

Hydrothermal groundwaters  prehnite/chlorite/zeolite facies many in S. Highlands 

Groundwater aquifers (mafic; neutral)  smectite facies Nili Fossae 

Groundwater aquifers (acidic)  jarosite sulfate Meridiani Plaunum; NE Syrtis 

Serpentinizing systems  serpentine, Mg carbonate NE Syrtis, McLaughlin crater 

 

This ancient rock record offers an unparalleled opportunity to not only discover evidence for life               
outside Earth but to understand the physical and chemical boundary conditions on habitability.             
On Earth, the early (>3 Ga) rock record from the time of life’s origins and early evolution has                  
been deformed and destroyed by plate tectonics. On Mars, it is available for interrogation.  

Key 

Points 

● Ancient Mars hosted multiple types of watery environments, varying in space and in             

time. These were habitable. If on Earth, all of these environments would be inhabited.  

● Implication: Exploration of many sites (≥10 type environments) is necessary to search            

for life on ancient Mars and understand the environmental processes that controlled            

environmental habitability on Mars through time.  

 

III. A Different, Distinctly Martian Paradigm for Life and Habitability 
MRO’s spatial resolution allowed geologic contacts between units of different composition to be             
discerned, relative stratigraphies to be defined, and ages to be determined. As the chronology              
became better defined, questions about the evolution of the physical environment to sustain             
Martian habitats for life became pressing and continue to be critical questions today.  

While it is commonly assumed there was some period of time in Mars history when all conditions favorable                  

to habitability…existed simultaneously (active magnetic field, valley formation, erosion and transport,           

aqueous alteration, etc.)….a variety of observations constraining the timing of these processes suggests             

that it may not be the most probable scenario. –Fassett & Head, 2011, Icarus [link] 

Mars appears to have remained habitable, at least from the perspective of available liquid water,               
even after we might expect. In other words, our current understanding of how planetary              
habitability responds to the evolution of solar luminosity and decrease in atmospheric pressure             
may be too conservative [see timeline in Ehlmann et al., 2016, JGR, Fig. 3]. Indeed, explorations                
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by the Curiosity rover have shown a deep lake was present for at least thousands of years in Gale                   
crater during the Hesperian period of Mars history . Clearly, abiding questions remain about             5

Mars’ environmental evolution: was the early time period the warmest and wettest? In late lakes,               
did Mars at last achieve a climate optimum or was this a transient climate state? 

Mars has characteristics affecting its astrobiological potential that are fundamentally different           
from Earth. Unlike Earth, Mars experiences large amplitude variations in its axial tilt (10° to 60°)               

on 100 kyr to 1 Myr timescales that change the latitudinal distribution of insolation, the stability                 6

of the polar caps, and trigger atmospheric pressure increase and collapse. Thus, periodic massive              
climate change was a continual forcing function on the evolution of possible Martian life and the                
physical chemical reactions generating prebiotic molecules.  

Cold, arid conditions with only transient surface water may have characterized Mars’s surface for over 4                

billion years, since the early-Noachian period, and the longest-duration aqueous, potentially habitable            

environments may have been in the subsurface. -Ehlmann et al., 2011, Nature 

In contrast to Earth’s oceans, present continuously since >4 Ga, Mars likely had only episodic               
northern oceans fed by occasional outflow channel discharge . Mars lost its surface radiation             7

protection early (3.9-4.1 Ga) with the loss of a magnetic field; and the ~1 bar of atmospheric CO2                  
modeled to be present does not provide for mean surface temperatures above or near freezing.               8

Much remains to be understood about Mars’ early atmosphere. A basic disconnect exists             
between observations that demand rivers and lakes on the surface of Mars and climate models               
that suggest a cold Mars surface. Yet, very strong evidence exists at both the Opportunity and                
Curiosity landing sites for extensive groundwater aquifers in the past. While mineralogic            
evidence for water-rock interaction was widespread, geochemical evidence rarely shows the           
leaching expected in open system water-rock reactions . This is distinctly different from Earth,             9

where weathering driven by a surface hydrologic cycle delivered sediments to ocean basins for              
all of Earth history. Terrestrial shallow marine environments are sites of many of the early               
stromatolitic fossils, though others favor deep sea hydrothermal systems or continental playas as             
habitats for early life on Earth . Thus, Mars is both a challenge and an opportunity: to trace                 10

the evolution of a watery, but colder and less environmentally stable terrestrial planet             
through its first billion years and to explore for both surface and subsurface life.  

IV. The Most Pressing Questions & a Strategy for Exploration 

The main exploration questions for Mars have transitioned from “Was Mars a habitable world?”              
(definitely, the answer is yes) to (a) “Was/is Mars inhabited?” and (b) “Why did major               

5 Grotzinger et al., 2014, Science; 2015, Science  
6 Laskar et al., 2004, Icarus 
7 Tanaka et al., 1997, JGR; Pan et al., 2017, JGR; Wordsworth, Ann. Rev. EPS, 2016 
8 Acuna et al,1999,Science Kite et al, 2014, Nat.Geo..; Edwards & Ehlmann, 2015, Geol.; Hu et al, 2015, Nat Comm 
9 Taylor et al., 2010, Geology; Ehlmann et al., 2011, Nature 
10 Allwood et al., 2006, Nature; Martin et al., 2008, Nat. Rev. Microbio; Benner et al., 2008, AGU Fall Mtg. 
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planetary-scale transitions in environmental conditions and habitability occur?” Regarding the          
latter, a 30+ author group of experts on terrestrial planet evolution recently wrote a review that                
detailed the key questions and required measurements [Ehlmann et al., 2016b]. The critical             
questions include understanding (1) Mars’ environmental response to the decline of the magnetic             
field and the brightening of the early Sun, (2) what atmospheric composition and pressure              
permitted surface waters and how and why the atmosphere changed, and (3) the response of the                
Mars climate to periodic forcings from volcanism, impacts, and obliquity. Mars provides access             
to these early solar system and early planetary evolution processes with a geologic record far               
more pristine than that on Earth. In situ petrology, measurements of volatiles and noble gases,               
and chronological constraints at multiple locations and as a function of time are needed to               
understand the trends, rhythms, and local aberrations in Mars environmental history.  

Why is this so pressing to the search for life in the universe? In the search for life, environmental                   
‘snapshots’ of rocky exoplanets will allow for ensemble statistics. The only way to discern the               
rules for stability (or not) of habitability over much longer timescales, and thereby understand              
the astrobiological potential of Earth-like worlds, is by solar system geologic records,            
particularly from Earth, Mars, and Venus. Mars stayed geologically active and intermittently            
habitable for at least 1.5 Gyr but was not so active that it overwrote its own history. 

The search for life on Mars must continue, but to maximize our chances of success, it needs to be informed                    

by our evolving understanding of the early climate.  –Wordsworth, 2016, Ann. Rev. [link] 

The search for life drives astrobiology but there is a necessary scaffolding on which this search is                 
conducted. As a result of Mars’ distinctive diversity, exploration strategies that may be             
appropriate for other worlds will fail on Mars. In particular, no one landing site can be taken as                  
representative of the whole planet and the whole planet's history. Life may have proliferated in               
many of the diverse habitable environments of early Mars. Or it may have been restricted to only                 
a few or perhaps a single region. Perhaps life never evolved at all. Regardless of the answer, the                  
conclusion is profound. Making this conclusion, however, requires a search in the rock record              
much like that conducted over the past decades that transformed our understanding of Archean              
and Hadean Earth. First, it is only by sub-meter and indeed sub-mm scale investigations of rock                
texture and composition that the suitability of the environmental conditions at a given site for               
biosignature preservation can be identified. Second, it is by studying the time-correlated history             
of the evolution of Mars that the fundamental physiochemical controls on the sustainability of              
habitability can be discerned. The required measurements thus demand multiple site landed            
investigations with petrology, isotopic measurements, and age-dating or multi-site sample          
return. 

Due to a variety of programmatic, political, sociological, and technological factors, the recent             
trajectory of planned Mars exploration has not fully responded to the discoveries of the last               
decade of Mars’ diversity. Single site sample return was prioritized at the expense of multiple               
site investigations. Mars sample return (MSR) has multiple longstanding, laudable scientific           
goals [e.g., see the e2e-iSAG report], would be a significant technological accomplishment, and             
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would demonstrate capabilities needed for eventual human exploration. We agree with NASA            
AA Thomas Zurbuchen’s comments in August 2016: doing MSR as quickly and inexpensively             
as possible, heavily leveraging international partners, would be a substantial accomplishment.  

MSR would allow the search for life at one location on Mars and potentially, depending on the                 
landing site chosen, the sampling of several different habitable environments on Mars. However,             
promotion of MSR as primarily a life detection mission is premature, given our current state of                
knowledge. We can and should search for life on Mars now and in the past; indeed it is possible                   11

that Mars was widely inhabited and the conditions were nearly universally favorable for             
biosignature preservation. But our own experience from Earth’s record suggests this perspective            
may be overly sanguine. If restricted to a single site, MSR is unlikely, alone, to answer the most                  
fundamental astrobiological questions. This is particularly true for a negative result in life             
detection.  To maximize our chance of success, diversity is needed. 

By contrast, in the next 20 years, measurements from multiple sites could vastly expand our               
understanding of the early evolution of terrestrial planets and the fundamental controls on their              
astrobiological potential. Such measurements may even reveal life on Mars; they will at             
minimum convincingly identify the optimal places to look. While orbital data is essential to              
providing context and conducting surveys that identify targets of astrobiological importance, it is             
the diversity, mobility, and precision of in situ exploration that will further our understanding of               
the habitability of ancient Mars . Diversity is needed to enable access to distinct type              12

environments, and a combination of mobility and precision landing systems will maximize our             
ability to access the spatially continuous rock record in outcrops identified from orbit for              
measurement. The exploration of Mars for past habitability and biosignatures is only beginning. 

Key 

Points 

● To search for life and to reveal controls on terrestrial planet habitability through time,              

programmatic/mission systems approaches need to be developed to enable in situ           

investigation and/or sampling of at least a dozen type Mars environments. 

● This could be achieved with multi-site sample return or multi-site in situ investigation             

with a capable payload.  

● The critical measurements are (1) those that assess in situ petrology at sub-mm scale              

(texture+composition); (2) those that assess the isotopic composition of volatiles, noble           

gases, and organics trapped in rock; and (3) those that enable age dating to pin               

evolution of Martian processes in absolute time.  

● These instrument types exist at TRL 6-9. The challenge is one of systems engineering              

to enable a multi-site approach within cost constraints. Continued miniaturization of           

payload instruments and payload systems, novel approaches to mobility (e.g., hoppers,           

helicopters), and novel approaches to landing that enable more rovers in smaller            

packages should be prioritized as science-enabling technologies. 

 

11 see other white papers 
12 There remains ample work to do from orbit for understanding volatile reservoirs and the dynamic processes of 
modern Mars that feed understanding current habitability and the search for modern life [see NEX-SAG report]. 
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